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This release addresses the following Service Request:

Service Request 100979

Service Request 100979 asks PPS to remove obsolete medical plan codes BC, BL, BP, CG, FP, HN, KU and KW from PPS control tables. Factually, the medical plan code FP (PacifiCare) was removed as part of release 1838 in year 2008.

Table Updates

Code Translation Table
The obsolete flag was set to “Y” for the "BC" (Anthem Blue Cross Plus),
"BL" (Anthem Lumenos PPO with HRA),
"BP" (Anthem Blue Cross PPO),
"CG" (CIGNA Choice Fund),
"HN" (Health Net HMO),
"KU" (Kaiser Umbrella),
and “KW” (Kaiser MidAtlantic) values for the Medical Plan Code (EDB0292) data element.

Data Element Table
The obsolete plan codes were removed from the Medical Plan Code (EDB0292) data element.

Gross to Net Table
The following Gross to Net numbers are associated with the obsolete medical plans and were inactivated:

    302 - ATHM BC PLUS
    303 - ATHM PLUS CT
    304 - ATHM BC PPO
    305 - ATHM PPO CT
Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is not urgent. The supplied update transactions should be installed in as timely a fashion as possible.

As always, these updates should be applied to production data only as approved by your campus Payroll Manager.

Functional questions should be addressed to Ken Smith at (510) 287-3837 or Kenneth.Smith@ucop.edu.

For technical questions, please send e-mail to Kathy.Stevens@ucop.edu or call (510) 987-0441.

Kathy Stevens